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THE WEEKLY
ASSUMPTION COLLEGIAN
Published by the Students of Assumption College.

S O C I A L N O T E S

By la France

The Blessed Virgin Sodality had its regular weekly meeting in the Chapel last Sunday morning. After the reading of the office by the Sodalists the Moderator Father Rogers gave a short sermon about the Rosary. He very ably outlined the origin composition and efficacy of this most popular prayer and concluded by urging the students to a greater devotion to the Blessed Mother by this means. The meeting was closed with prayer.

"Shag" Shannoness was elected Fire Chief for the Philosophers Flat. Others included on the staff are: Colonel — Fr. Tighe; First Lieutenant — F. Bricklin — Traffic Major — Mr. "Rel", Captain of Horsemen Nelson Zott, Sargent-at-Arms, R. Durand. Private with Distinction "Josh" Woolcott. Janitors Cook and Kelley, Water boy "Red" Gibbons. The chief announces that the regular fire drills will be held every second Sunday of the week or any time there is a fire.

The Omega Gamma Chi Club gave initiation on Sunday last when they compelled Moses, Collins, Hayes and Berry to "Ride the Goat". At times during the ceremony, the trink, each in his turn came up for air but was immediately immersed again. Besides the smoker club this has been practically the only initiation performed among the students. The procession from the class-room to the gym was supposed to have taken place outside but on account of the Sabbath the victims were led through the locker-rooms. Mr. Hayes objected fiercely when the horns of Mr. Nanny (goat) stuck fast in the seat of his pants. Mr. Chas. Ritter our ex-President was a guest of honour and attended the initiation throughout. Any student interested in this club may obtain full particular from "Fritz" Dunne upon request. A large initiation was impossible because of lack of facilities, but another is to be held in the near future.

Will the class reporters who do not hand in any notes please tell the Editor whether they wish to continue their efforts or not. If no say so and we will get more efficient men. To avoid any further mistakes the following is the personnel of the paper:

Editors; K. Cook and L. Kelley
Treasurer and Business Manager; E. J. Lejaunesse
Printers; J. O'Conner.

Pressmen for this issue.
A. Lucier
R. Durand.

(Please blame the above for any mistakes in print.)
Printer — J. O'Conner.

October 12th, 1922.
SPORT NOTES
By "Dick" Noon.

ASSUMPTION DEFEATED BY YPSILANTI.

On a soggy field and in a downpour of rain at intervals, the much heavier men of the Normal won from A. C. 13-0. Several 20 yard were made by both squads. The game was an exciting one to watch.

Cook was dependable as punter for the Purple and White. The Sandwich boys were scored on just before the end of the first period. In the second period the Green and White line was worked hard as Assumption was advancing rapidly. The visitors although three yards from A. C.'s. goal failed to count.

In the third quarter Crane blocked Cook's punt and recovering the ball ran 10 yards for a touchdown. In the fourth period Assumption threatened but with little success. No count was made during this quarter.

We could easily place each man in the star line-up as all are to be commended. Durand, Sheehan and Murphy were outstanding men in the backfield while Zott and Hurray were the superior on the forward wall.

ASSUMPTION
Sullivan  l.e. Anderson
Cook      l.t. Greene
McKenna   l.g. Early
Phelan    c. Gravcs
Schneider r.g. Thompson
Hurray    r.b. Fry
Zott      l.e. Dickie
Sheehan  q. Purdy
Durand    r.b. Clark
Bricklin  r.h. Schlack
Eagles    f.b. Ruggles

YPSILANTI FOOTBALL
Substitutions:- Dettman for Sullivan, Murphy for Hughes, Lowery for Sheehan, Sheehan for Bricklin, - Schlack for Purdy, Gregory for Ruggles, Barret for Purdy, Early for Short, Horsefur Schlack, Williamson for Dickie.

Sunday the Tai Kuns although slaughtered by the 10% rule succeeded in winning one of the best games on the campus this season by the score of 13-0. Five regulars on this first squad preceded the sidelines with high hopes of being eligible next week. Although out weighed, this did not stop Fr. Canglin's eleven. No count was made in the first two periods. But in the third quarter the attempted punt by the Horseshoes was blocked and rolled behind the A. C. goal, where John Murray covered it for the Tai Kuns first count. The last count was made on a beautiful pass from Petrimoulx to Steffes when there was only five seconds to go before the final whistle.

The Assumption Ninjas defeated the Annunciation eleven here Sunday 12-6.

Attention Student Body:

Captain Zott asked you before the Ypsilanti game to come out and urge on his squad by yelling your best. You did not do it. Some did but the great majority failed. Get behind the team! Don't mind the sore throat YELL!

We play Adrian College here next Saturday. We defeated them there last year and are going to repeat again this year. Boys are you going to help the team?? If so, manifest it by cheering.

Doyle: "What does O.E.D. mean after a Geometrical deduction ?"
John Maloney: "Eat and Eat Dinner"
"Fritz" Dunne's Philosophy of Life.

Man comes into the world without his consent and leaves against his will. During his stay on earth his time is spent in one continuous round of controversies and misunderstandings by the balance of his species. In his infancy he is an angel; in his boyhood he is a devil; in his manhood he is everything from a lizard; in his duties he is a fool; if he raises a small check he is a thief; and then the law raises the devil with him; if he is a poor man, he is a poor manager and has no sense; if he is rich he is dishonest but considered smart; if he is in politics you can't place him, he is an undesirable citizen; if he goes to church he is a hypocrite; if he stays away from church, he is a sinner and damned; if he donates to foreign missions, he does it for show; if he doesn't he is stingy and a tight-wad. When he first comes into the world everybody wants to kiss him; before he goes out they all want to kick him; if he dies young there was a future before him; if he lives to a ripe old age he is simply in the way and is living simply to save funeral expenses. This life is a funny old highway, but all like to travel it just the same.

Brown; "Do you know Rube?"
Hermes; "Rube who?"
Brown; "Rhubarb."

B.I.Murphy says his favorite fruit is "Dates with peaches"

Tom Bray doesn't like to talk.
If you ask him he will say no
Because you see he says
They'll think I am trying to make a show.

Fat Brown he is six feet two
The biggest man in town
The fellows run when he comes nigh
For fear he'll knock them down.

John Nancy gets A's and B's
He studies hard all day
If he should get a failure slip
I think he'd pass away.

For Justinian Hermes we feel sorry
When we're all having fun
He tries so hard to laugh out loud
But finds it can't be done.

"Fritz" Dunne says,

"A hick town is a place where the police are forever annoying law violators."

"Another advantage a bachelor has is that he can use his own judgment about changing to heavier underwear."

"Praising a spendthrift for being liberal is just like praising a duck for liking water."

"Wouldn't we see funny things if night came during the day time."

Irving; [While eating a big feed] "Mother loosen my belt it's too tight"
Mother; [Thinking Charlie's is too tight also] "Do you want yours loosened also Charlie?"

Charlie; "It is not the belt that's too tight it's the skin."

When a man says a song haunts him, likely he murdered it himself.
Pat who is being lowered into a well "Stop will you Murphy I want to come up again. Murphy still letting him down - "What for?" Pat "I'll show you, if you don't stop letting me down I'll cut the rope"  

A hebrew falls into the river and is swimming ashore when an Irishman shouts to him "Don't you know that there is a fifty dollar fine for swimming here" The hebrew says "I won't pay it" Puts up his hands and sinks.

A Catechism class in 1-8 High.

Mr. Lynch "Why was Moses the worst man in the world?"
"Shorty Murray "Because he broke all the commandments at once"

Mr. Lynch "What did Adam/Eden do to break women with original sin"
Groshaw; "How do I know I wasn't there?"

Mr. Lynch "Why was Eve made"
J.Jane; "For Adams Express Company."

Mr. Dolan (to Josh puffing on the end of a cigar) "What brand Josh" Josh; "Robinson Crusoe Sir." Mr. Dolan "You heard of that? why do they call them that? Josh; "They are castaways Sir."

Hoekema he came from the Amazon and put frights on his grandmason, the reason of that he was so fat he couldnt get his own pajamas.

Member of a certain fraternal organization except those who are going through for dancing masters will be disappointed in not receiving permission to attend a program this evening of that organization.

Fr. Sharpe to Hoekema in Latin class after a discusision in latin class on Mythology "Pat of all the classics can you tell me which one the word ories stood for?"
"Pat "(Just waking up) The giants Father"

Fr. Tighe; For example what recollectons could you conjure up from a mind picture of a foolish red swollen faced gentlemen stepping forth from a saloon"
Mr. Donohue "One of your old friends Father."

Gentleman at the door - "Is hay in?"
"Hay; (Haughtily) - Hay who?"
Gentlemans (Peoved) Mayonnaise
"Hay (Shutting the door) - "Mayonnaise is dressing"

Some of the things said over the wires (Declared the telephone girl to the lineman) are not fit for me to hear.

Awi (Pointed out the lineman) "You can't expect to work around electricity and not get shocked.

Are you sure you can prove my client is crazy? Why certainly replied the eminent alicant "and what is more if you are ever in trouble end need services I'll do the same thing for you."

Mr. Morrissey; "What do you think of New York?
Mr. Flannigan "Well everywhere I went there was a Jewish person trudging on my heels"
Mr. Morrissey; "If that's true are you the first man I ever knew that got ahead of them."

Oh! George How about letting me have that five dollars that I lent you. Sure you can have it next week But you told me that last week.

Well do you think I am a man to say one thing one day and another the next?

THIS ADDITION IS KNOW AS THE JINK ADDITION